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Council: Goulburn  

Delegate: John Rayner 

Venue: Goulburn Golf Club 

Date: 9 February 2016 

Time: 2pm 

 

Facilitator: Ladies and gentlemen, if you could move to your seats please.  Thank you.  

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen, and could I welcome you to this 

evening’s or this afternoon’s session for the hearing on the Goulburn 

Palerang proposal.  My name is **** and I will be facilitating this afternoon’s 5 

session to assist proceedings to run both smoothly and efficiently. 

 Before we proceed with the formal part of the Inquiry could I ask you to 

check your mobile phones and put them onto silent.  If you’re with Telstra 

that won’t be a problem because it appears the 4G network is out all over 

New South Wales at the moment, so we won’t have an issue there.  But if 10 

you could just check if they’re switched off, that would be very helpful.  

Thank you. 

The bathrooms here are up past the bar.  The men’s over that side, the 

ladies over this side and in the event of an emergency it is straight out the 

door at the back and follow the directions of Golf Club staff. 15 

 I’d like to now introduce the Delegate for considering this proposal and 

officiating at today’s hearing, that’s John Rayner and John will take you 

through both the purpose of the Public Inquiry and the format of the 

session. 

John: Thank you ****.  Good afternoon Mayors, Councillors, ladies and 20 

gentlemen.  My name is John Rayner and I’m the Delegate who has been 

appointed by the Acting Chief Executive of the Office of Local Government 

to examine the report on the Minister for Local Government’s proposal to 

merge Goulburn Mulwaree Council with part of Palerang Council.  I’d like to 

formally welcome you to this Public Inquiry which is part of the examination 25 

and reporting process.   

 I begin by acknowledging the traditional custodians and their ancestors of 

the land on which this Public Inquiry takes place and I pay my respects to 

Elders past and present.   

 This Public Inquiry is being conducted in accordance with Section 263 of 30 

the Local Government Act (1993).  The proposal has been referred to the 

Acting Chief Executive of the Office of Local Government by the Minister 

for Local Government under Section 218F1 of the Act.   
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 I’ve been appointed to conduct the examination of the proposal and to 

provide a report to the Minister and to the Boundaries Commission.  I’d like 

to stress that my role is an impartial one.  I’m not an advocate for or 

against the proposal.  Sections 263 (2a) and 218F2 of the Local 

Government Act require me to hold a Public Inquiry into the proposal and 5 

more detail about the examination and reporting process can be found on 

the website, Council Boundary Review.   

In summary, I need to conduct a Public Inquiry, call for written 

submissions, prepare a report on the proposal having due regard to the 

factors in 263 (3) of the Act and those factors – which will be coming up on 10 
the screen shortly – in summary are; the financial advantages and 

disadvantages of the proposal, community of interest and geographic 

cohesion, historical and traditional values, the attitude of residents and 

ratepayers, elected representation requirements, the ability of the Council 

to provide adequate, equitable and appropriate services and facilities, the 15 

impact on the employment of staff, the impact on rural communities, the 

desirability of dividing the area into Wards, the need to ensure the opinions 

of diverse communities are effectively represented, and any other factors 

relevant to the provision of an efficient and effective Local Government. 

 At the conclusion of the examination process I will prepare a report to the 20 

Minister and the Boundaries Commission.  The Boundaries Commission 

will review the report and provide comment to the Minister for Local 

Government.  The Minister will then consider the report, together with any 

comments from the Boundaries Commission and may, or may not 

recommend to the Governor of New South Wales that the proposed 25 

merger be implemented with or without modifications. 

 To allow today’s proceedings to be conducted fairly and efficiently the 

Inquiry will be structured with a schedule of speakers and time limits on 

speakers.  Our facilitator for today, **** will provide further information on 

the proceedings in a moment.  I will introduce you to other members of my 30 

team.  Aaron on my right is the Executive Office who will manage and look 

after recording keeping, documentation associated with the Inquiry.  Alison 

who will provide general support throughout the day and Naomi who you 

met at the registration desk. 

 My duty today is to listen to all submissions and to consider them along 35 

with other material gathered throughout the course of the examination 

process in preparation for my report.  I need to make it clear that I do not 

have the power to resolve any specific issues or identify solutions to 

particular complaints that you may have about the proposal or the Local 

Government reform process to date. 40 

 If you wish to make a written submission you are encouraged to focus on 

one or more of the factors listed in 263 (3) of the Act which were on the 

board earlier.  My report and all written submissions will be published at the 

end of the proposal examination process unless the author of the 

submission requests that their submission remain confidential.  Written 45 
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submissions close 5 pm on Sunday the 28th of February and they can be 

either submitted online to that Council Boundary Review website or by 

mail.   

 This is how I would hope the Inquiry proceeds this afternoon.  To ensure 

that we have an equitable and efficient process and make sure we receive 5 

full representation of views, there will be time limits imposed on each 

speaker.  To help you keep track of time **** will give each speaker a time 

warning, two minutes and one minute prior to the end of the allocated time.  

I’m sure you will understand that we have to be scrupulous in keeping to a 

schedule if we are to provide all speakers with equal time and opportunities 10 
to address the Inquiry. 

 A representative of each Council will be given 20 minutes to orally present 

their views about the proposal.  Other speakers will be given five minutes, 

however I will allow organisations 10 minutes to present their views. 

 Please extend courtesy to speakers and respect their point of view, even if 15 

you don’t agree with it.  And also please refrain from comments of a 

personal or an insulting nature.  Speakers are reminded that all 

submissions will be thoroughly considered regardless of whether they are 

made orally or in writing and with that I will now handover to **** who will 

provide some more information and then introduce our first speaker.  20 

Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you John.  So we have a number of speakers registered today.  Our 

first speaker today will be from Council and they will have 20 minutes.  

Other speakers, unless you’ve registered as an organisation will have five 

minutes and as John said, I will give a warning of two minutes and then at 25 

one minute before your time has elapsed. 

 When you come up, if you could please speak into the microphone.  The 

session is being recorded and that is for John and Aaron’s benefit, that 

they can capture all the information and if necessary refer back to a 

recording of that to make sure that in their considerations and reporting 30 

that they can make sure that they’ve heard everything that people have 

actually talked about within these proposals and if they need to clarify any 

matters that were talked through. 

 If you could, everyone who has registered at this point in time to speak, if 

you could just make your way maybe when I hold up the one minute sign.  35 

So if speaker three, I’ve held up the one minute sign to them, if speaker 

four could just come down and be waiting to make sure that we maximise 

our use of time here today. 

 That’s pretty well it for the proceedings this afternoon.  We will take a short 

break after our first round of speakers and if you would like to register to 40 

speak in the subsequent part of the session, you’re very welcome to do so.  

You will need to do that at the desk but that’s pretty well it.  So I will now 

call on Mayor Geoff Kettle of Goulburn Council to – Goulburn Mulwaree 

Council to come to the speaker.  Thank you. 
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Geoff: Thank you.  Can everybody hear me adequately? Good afternoon 

everybody.  For those of you who I do not know, my name is Geoff Kettle 

and I’m Mayor of Goulburn Mulwaree Council.   

 Mr Rayner, thank you for the opportunity of presenting to you today on the 

Minister’s proposal to merge Goulburn Mulwaree Council with the north 5 

eastern part of Palerang Council via a boundary change.   

 At this time Goulburn Mulwaree Council does not have an official position 

on this boundary adjustment but we will determine that on the 23rd of 

February 2016 in time to put a formal submission on the Minister’s 

proposal to you by the 28th of February.  However, it is safe to say that this 10 
proposal does not create a Fit for the Future Goulburn based Local 

Government Area. 

 Before I comment on the Minister’s proposal I wish to make it clear that 

Goulburn Mulwaree Council has vigorously supported the State 

Government’s Local Government reform proposals, however we strongly 15 

believe the proposals announced on the 6th of January severely diluted 

what we believed was going to be an exciting, robust and community 

focussed solution for the reform of our industry.  I wonder if politics got in 

the road. 

 This Council resolved in November 2015 that we standalone.  However, if 20 

that was not to be then our merger proposals were a merger with Yass 

Valley and Upper Lachlan Shire Councils or a merging with Yass Valley, 

Upper Lachlan Shire and all of Palerang Council.  We were at the time of 

making that submission, as per the State Government’s requirement for 

only whole mergers and not boundary adjustments, confident that the State 25 

Government was going to introduce much needed reforms that would have 

provided a once in a generation opportunity for Local Government to enter 

the 21st Century.  Not so.  The Government changed the rules and 

introduced a boundary adjustment, a 180-degree change in the original 

edict on whole for whole mergers. 30 

 Local Government is in desperate need of reform in New South Wales.  

Reducing the current number of Councils from 152 to 112 is not true Local 

Government reform and is still too many to be able to professionally and 

efficiently deliver services to our communities.  The Destination 2036 

Conference held in Dubbo in 2010 and the subsequent independent Local 35 

Government Review Panel recommendations provided for sum 60 

recommendations for reform, amalgamations being only one of those.  

Throughout the Local Government reform process we have always stated 

[indecipherable] Councils [indecipherable] to consider what's best for the 

communities they serve.  That should have been our industry’s principle 40 

focus.  Until the formal announcements on these new proposals we 

thought that was the State Government’s focus as well, but obviously we 

were wrong. 

 The Minister’s proposal that we are now asked to comment on fails in 

every respect to meet the criteria of being Fit for the Future and will not 45 
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deliver a better Local Government to the proposed new larger Council.  

Even though I have stated that my Council is yet to formally meet and to 

determine its position on this boundary adjustment, it has informally 

through Council workshops last week, rejected the Minister’s proposal for a 

whole wide variety of reasons but principally because the proposal does 5 

not meet any standards of Fit for the Future reforms and certainly has no 

benefit to Goulburn Mulwaree residents or its ratepayers. 

 We understand that the petitioning of Palerang Council in the Minister’s 

proposal was drafted after consultation with the Queanbeyan City Council.  

It is extremely disappointing that the State Government after the strong 10 
support that we have given them, did not consult with Goulburn Mulwaree 

at all.  I am clearly of the opinion that the proposal heavily favours the 

proposed Queanbeyan based Council at the expense of Goulburn.  It has 

absolutely been designed on a Council solution, not a community solution.  

It will therefore come as no surprise to you Goulburn Mulwaree residents 15 

and the Goulburn Mulwaree Council, that Queanbeyan significantly 

benefits from this partitioning.  Queanbeyan receives all of the growth 

areas, they receive all the high rateable areas and have determined 

boundaries which have no relation at all to a common sense boundary 

adjustment, let alone the strong communities of interest. 20 

 The State Government in all its rhetoric has talked about scale and 

capacity and the importance of Councils meeting the scale and capacity 

criteria.  Under the IPART findings Goulburn Mulwaree met five of the 

seven financial criteria to become Fit for the Future but we certainly met 

the criteria for scale and capacity.  We as a Council are firmly of the 25 

opinion that if the Minister’s proposal is endorsed by State Government 

then not only will we be made financially unstable, but also we cannot see 

in any shape or form that we will obtain scale and capacity.  The Minister’s 

proposal is wrong whichever way we look at it and there’s no opportunity 

for creating a Fit for the Future entity that will meet the State Government’s 30 

vision of creating better and more efficient services for the communities we 

serve. 

 I will now explain the reasons why my Council has informally rejected this 

proposal.  Financial; the area in the Minister’s proposal that will come into 

the Goulburn based Council generates $1.95 million in the general rates.  35 

These figures have been supplied to us by Palerang, thank you Palerang.  

Surprise, surprise, the area of the Palerang Council proposed for the 

Queanbeyan based Council will generate an income of nearly $7 million.  

As you will see from facts that I will introduce later, the ratepayers in the 

current Goulburn Mulwaree Council area will be required to cross subsidise 40 

the area of Palerang in the Minister’s proposal to a value in excess of $1 

million dollars.  That is before we unlock the doors, drive a grader out the 

gate, cut any grass, pick up any garbage, let alone pay for fuel.   

 In the boundary adjustment dated January 16 it is stated that there will be 

around $800,000 net savings every year from 2020 onwards.  I ask the 45 

question to you, how the new Council will save $800,000 when from day 
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one we will be $1 million short in salaries alone.  It is rather insulting that 

the KPMG financial modelling that is not publicly available – and John I 

understand that includes you – to allow us to work out how these savings 

are justified when there is such a shortfall in income. 

 As a Council we are aware that there are other income streams that would 5 

offset this shortfall in rates and that includes the financial assistance grants 

but the strict distribution of these grants will be insufficient to allow the new 

Council to not only offset the shortfall in wage cost, and also to do work on 

the grounds for the ratepayer without cross subsidisation from the current 

Goulburn Mulwaree ratepayers.  We’re also aware that Palerang has 10 
substantial income from RMS contracts on the Braidwood Road and Kings 

Highway, however there is absolutely no guarantee that the RMS single 

invitation contracts would come to the Goulburn based Council or indeed 

will be left with Local Government at all.  If the Goulburn based Council 

does not obtain any work from the RMS contracts then not only is it left 15 

with all the staff based in Braidwood that work on those contracts, we 

would have little or no work for them to do. 

 Staff issues; it can be logically assumed that the staff that are now a part of 

the Palerang Council will remain in their current work locations.  There are 

47.3 fulltime equivalent staff in Braidwood and Nerriga.  The total wage bill 20 

for these staff is $3.52 million excluding overheads and costs.  As you can 

see from the financial information that I’ve previously stated, we would only 

receive $1.95 million in rates and our wage bill alone will be around $3.5 

million.  From our understanding two of the staff are included in the water 

and waste water area and thus would be funded from separate channels.  25 

Other staff are used I mentioned for the RMS single invitation contract.  It’s 

fairly evident that the Goulburn based Council will be given all the staff 

employed by the former Tallaganda Council but less than half of the 

rateable area of that former Council.  Is that fit for the future? I don’t think 

so. 30 

 As you will be aware the Local Government Act Section 218CA dictates 

that any staff reductions to make Councils more efficient and cost effective 

can only occur in the larger Council area.  Because Braidwood is defined 

as a rural centre and under 5,000 in population, all the staff reductions 

could only occur in Goulburn.  This totally flies in the face of the best 35 

person for the job and equal opportunity employment principles.   

If we truly are going to reform Local Government, particularly with the 

proposal that the Minister has indicated, then Section 218CA of the Local 

Government Act (1993) needs to be amended immediately to ensure that 

there is equity across the organisation that ensures that all staff are treated 40 

in a professional and non-discriminatory manner.  The way the Act and this 

proposal is written is that all former – sorry, the way the Act and the 

proposal is written is that all former Tallaganda Council workers that are 

still employed by the Palerang Council, as well as those new staff 

employed by Palerang now based in Braidwood, have priority rights over 45 

all other staff in the proposed new Council.  How is that fair to Goulburn 
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Mulwaree? Is this truly Local Government reform to produce the outcomes 

that the State Government wants? I say, no.  Its legislative dictatorship and 

does not lead to Fit for the Future Local Government. 

 Communities of interest; I in company with my Deputy Mayor recently 

attended a community meeting at Araluen on the proposed split of 5 

Palerang Council.  The Araluen community is mixed on their preference of 

Local Government Area in which to be located but they are adamant that 

the pristine Araluen Valley should not be split.  The Minister’s proposal 

splits the Araluen Valley in half and the community is concerned that future 

Council services provided will be ineffectively managed and have no 10 
consistency because they will be managed by two Councils.  This also 

applies to Majors Creek where the line has drawn along the creek which 

splits the town in half.   

The proposed petitioning of Palerang is based on the location of the 

Shoalhaven River.  This means that the communities and valleys are split 15 

because the river runs the lowest point of the valley.  If we are to retain 

sensible boundaries for communities of interest, we are best to put those 

boundaries on ridge lines or escarpments, not through the middle of 

valleys where communities of interest are strongest.  The Shoalhaven 

River is not that large that it prevents neighbours on either side of the river 20 

to have significant dealings, both business and socially with each other.  

The Minister’s proposal divides a number of those communities. 

 Connectivity; there is no logic in terms of road infrastructure and 

connectivity in the Minister’s proposal.  The main road link between 

Goulburn and Braidwood is via Tarago, down to the Kings Highway and 25 

onto Braidwood.  If I can just get you to bring up that map in the Minister’s 

proposal and people can see this for themselves.  To travel to Braidwood 

from Goulburn or vice versa, Council staff and indeed residents will need to 

travel through the Queanbeyan based Council to get there.  There’s of 

course an alternative which is via Nerriga over gravel roads and at least 35 30 

minutes additional travel time.  Did you find it? Yeah, the Minister’s 

proposal that we sent you.   

Majors Creek has had a circle put around it and has not been included in 

the proposal – the proposed area to be merged with Goulburn Mulwaree.  

In fact, the line runs along a creek line in the middle of the village.  For the 35 

Queanbeyan based Council to visit Majors Creek on the most direct and 

efficient route they will need to travel through the Goulburn based Council 

via Braidwood and a further 26 kilometres on Goulburn based Council 

roads.   

For the Currowan south community to access the Queanbeyan based 40 

Council they will need to travel through the Goulburn based Council to get 

to their Council office or receive direct services from the Queanbeyan 

based staff.  As you can see from the above there is no logic in the 

boundaries for road connectivity.  And it’s hard to get my tongue around all 

those ways you’ve got to get to different places. 45 
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 Community opinion; this Council has recently conducted a robust and 

comprehensive community survey with some 2,235 residents being 

surveyed with 1,024 telephone calls to Goulburn residents, 551 telephone 

calls to Palerang residents, 261 responding to an online survey and 407 

representatives responding face to face.  The face to face consultation was 5 

conducted in Araluen, Majors Creek, Braidwood, Goulburn and Marulan.  

The responses were as follows; from Goulburn 29.9 percent of those 

surveyed supported the proposal.  46.1 percent opposed it with 24 percent 

being undecided.  Palerang residents 36.9 percent supported the proposal, 

41.3 opposed the proposal and 21.8 percent were undecided.  As you can 10 
read from these figures the majority of our community and the Palerang 

community oppose the Minister’s proposal.  As you would be aware John, 

Section 263 (3) of the Local Government Act clearly requires you to 

address the attitude of residents and ratepayers.   

 In summary, Goulburn Mulwaree Council totally rejects the Minister’s 15 

proposal because it does not produce a Fit for the Future Council.  

Goulburn Mulwaree residents will be required to provide significant cross 

subsidisation for basic operational issues in the area proposed by the 

Minister.   

Here’s a little insight about Goulburn Mulwaree Council’s financial stability.  20 

At a workshop of Council last week General Manager Warwick Bennett 

presented to Council an overview of his recommended budget for 2016/17 

and the following three years.  That budget indicates that there will be a 0.4 

percent reduction.  That’s right, I said 0.4 percent reduction in overall rates 

and charges to the residential ratepayers in Goulburn and a 0.95 percent 25 

increase in business rates and only a 2.2 percent increase in farmland 

rates.  This is because our financial position in the services for water, 

waste water and domestic waste collection are very healthy and 

sustainable.  We’re in the process of constructing a new $40 million waste 

water treatment plant.  We will pay cash for this plant, with no borrowings 30 

whatsoever and then we’re told we’re not Fit for the Future.   

Further, we are then given part of Palerang who will have a devastating 

impact on our Council’s future financial stability.  As you’re aware the State 

Government is offering some golden carrots with their proposal.  One being 

a $10 million cash grant for any community infrastructure projects of the 35 

new Council’s choosing.  If the Minister’s proposal proceeds our General 

Manager has advised me that he will be recommending to the new Council 

that it would be more economically prudent for that $10 million to be spent 

in subsidising the operational costs of bringing the Minister’s proposed part 

of Palerang into the Goulburn based Council.   40 

 I’d now like to address the conclusions on Page 15 of the merger proposal.  

Twenty two million in financial benefits.  We strongly believe that there are 

considerable savings with better constituted Local Government mergers 

but this is not one of them.  The cross subsidisation as discussed earlier 

will eliminate all abilities of the new Council to ever create financial 45 

benefits.   
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 State Government funding; this will not be a head start for the new Council 

because as I’ve said, we will need to spend that $10 million on subsidising 

operational costs because the income is not there. 

 Infrastructure backlog; this boundary adjustment will not allow the new 

Council to address the infrastructure backlog because as I said before, 5 

we’re behind the eight ball in funding operational costs.   

 Rate increases; although the Government’s direction is for no rate 

increases for four years, the new Council will not be financially sustainable 

unless it can apply for a special rate variation. 

 Community of interest; the Minister’s proposal will divide communities and 10 

has made community cohesiveness impossible with the dividing of 

communities in half.   

Mr Rayner, we urge you strongly to recommend to the Minister that this 

proposal not proceed.  We understand you have the authority issued to 

you by the Chief Executive of the Office of Local Government to 15 

recommend variations to the Minister’s proposal.  We strongly urge you 

reject the Minister’s proposal in your recommendations. 

 Goulburn Mulwaree Council has met in a Council workshop last Thursday.  

All be it, it was a workshop and not a Council meeting so decisions could 

not be made.  Every Councillor at that workshop was adamant that we wish 20 

to vehemently oppose the Minister’s proposal.  The reasons set out in this 

presentation to you should be sufficient for you as the Delegate to 

recommend to the Minister that this proposal is not sustainable, nor will it 

create a Fit for the Future Council.  It will never be able to raise sufficient 

income to meet basic expenditure needs such as wages.   25 

 Goulburn Mulwaree Council currently meets the State Government’s 

criteria for scale and capacity.  If we add that part of Palerang contained in 

this proposal to the Goulburn Mulwaree area, then the scale and capacity 

and true financial capability will be jeopardised for at least the next 

generation.  Is that fair to Goulburn Mulwaree? We will elaborate on this 30 

further in our formal submission that will be presented to you prior the 28th 

of February. 

 My Councillors have given me the direction that the only option is to reject 

the Minister’s proposal and that Goulburn Mulwaree Council standalone.  

The State Government in its proposal announced on the 6th January have 35 

left Councils like Upper Lachlan and Yass Valley standalone entities even 

though they failed to meet scale and capacity.  Goulburn Mulwaree Council 

have a very concerted opinion that we would at least be in the same 

financial position as them but I would strongly advocate that our ability to 

go into the future on a standalone basis would be much stronger than 40 

either of those Councils.  We have the population.  We have the rate base 

and indeed we have the passion and vision to serve our community for 

many generations into the future and deliver a high quality of services. 
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 Although our Fit for the Future submission flagged a rate rise of 4.8 

percent over each of the next 10 years, recent financial analysis indicates 

that it is unnecessary and we can do all of the above over the next 30 

years without a special rate variation.  Can our neighbours achieve this? I 

suggest no. 5 

 As I’ve stated in this presentation, the Goulburn Mulwaree Council has 

always been a strong advocate for Local Government reform as long as it 

was true reform that benefited communities and not the inward focussed 

machinations of many Mayors, Councillors and senior staff.  The Minister’s 

proposal does not meet any reasonable person’s definition to become Fit 10 
for the Future.  However, if the State Government and in your 

recommendations believe that some form of boundary adjustment is 

required in this area, then we ask that you consider either less of Palerang 

than the Minister’s proposal, or a lot more.  In the interest of being 

constructive, which Council and I have always been, we would recommend 15 

that you consider the following two ideas.   

The lesser idea would be to include the Nerriga area and the South 

Currawang Lake George area.  If I could ask you to bring the second map 

up, that’s the one.  This proposal would see approximately 600 people 

become part of the Goulburn based Council and would have a rateable 20 

income of $755,500.  If the staff located in this area came to the new 

Goulburn based Council, then the wage bill would be less than $35,000.  

This would continue the Goulburn based Council as a very viable, visionary 

and prosperous Local Government entity.   

 The other idea – **** if you could bring up the Figure 3 map – would be to 25 

include all of the former Tallaganda Shire Council that is now a part of 

Palerang, plus the portion of the former Mulwaree Shire Council that went 

to Palerang, to be a part of the Goulburn based Council.  This would add 

3,500 to the population of the Goulburn based Council.  We estimate that 

the rate income would be around $3.2 million and the Goulburn based 30 

Council could assimilate all of the Braidwood staff at a cost of about $3.5 

million. 

 In conclusion, I thank you for your indulgence.  We state clearly that the 

Minister’s proposal is flawed, unfair, unreasonable and will not create a Fit 

for the Future Council.  We request that you recommend to the Minister 35 

that this proposal is rejected and that Goulburn Mulwaree remains as a 

standalone Local Government entity. 

 John, thank you for listening to me.  On behalf of Council I wish you well in 

your deliberations.  The Goulburn Mulwaree Council’s formal submission 

will be delivered to you prior to the 28th of February.  I also wish to reiterate 40 

to you that this Council will work closely and cooperatively with you to 

supply information, bounce ideas off or give advice to achieve the best Fit 

for the Future community solution.  Good luck.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Our next speaker is Mr ****. 
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Speaker 2: Well thanks very much.  Someone has dropped out because I was number 

three but that’s okay, I will take number two.  Thank you for your time today 

Mr Rayner.  I appreciate the opportunity to come and speak and its 

opportunities like this that remind me that we live in paradise.  Look at 

what's going on around the world, the Syrian refugee crisis, that kind of 5 

thing which I know is not related to this but in many ways we have very 

little to worry about.   

 So I come from Araluen, in fact my address is **** Araluen Road and that 

puts me 47.25 kilometres from the township of Moruya which has long 

been a social and economic hub for the people of Araluen.   10 

Following on from what Mayor Kettle said, I mean I agree with a lot of the 

discussion that he makes there about where the boundary change system 

is flawed.  We in Araluen will suffer with a boundary that runs along the 

Araluen Creek.  This is a major concern for me.  I think it’s a major concern 

for anyone that lives in Araluen and downstream.  Wherever a water 15 

course is used as a Council or Government boundary, it’s the water course 

that suffers.  The best example that I can think of is the Murray River and 

how that has suffered through being on a state boundary between New 

South Wales and Victoria.   

Again, as Mayor Kettle has pointed out, Council assets in Araluen will be 20 

divided between two Council areas and in fact my farm will be split in two.  

I will have potentially two sets of rates, one going to Goulburn and one 

going to Queanbeyan.  I’m on a small lot size.  It’s likely I will pay double 

base rate and then the upper margins and little add ons and things that 

come like that.  So I’m in for a rate increase and I’m not alone.  There are 25 

least 20 others on the Araluen Creek and probably another 20 more in 

Majors Creek that are in the same circumstances.   

We will have our electoral voice halved.  There are only 250 enrolled voters 

in Araluen.  Suddenly a hundred of them will be in one Shire area and the 

other 100 will be in the other Shire area, weakening our opportunity to 30 

negotiate and address issues with Council. 

 And you would think all of these things would actually make me anti-

amalgamation.  I’m actually pro-amalgamation.  I think it is time for 

Palerang.  I’ve done a rates survey recently that showed farmers in 

Palerang are paying double the rates they would in this Shire or in 35 

Eurobodalla or in Queanbeyan and yet they are asking for a further special 

rate variation of another 24 percent which I just think is extraordinary and 

unsustainable.  For a farmer in Araluen to be paying $12,500 in rates to 

keep a dirt road in place outside of his farm is an extraordinary impost on 

his economic yield.  That would mean that he’d have to take at least two 40 

steers to sale each month just to keep up with the rates.  It just seems like 

a lot to me. 

 So in conclusion I think go for it.  I think split it up in whatever way, shape 

or form you can.  This is something that our community will come back to 

and fix later on.  Our community have a well-supported idea that we should 45 
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be a part of the Eurobodalla Shire which was not included in this 

conversation but is actually a part of my proposal or the proposal put 

forward by at least a hundred signatories in our submission.  So that’s a 

hundred people that have signed out of 250 electors.  That really shows 

why there’s a favouritism to go to Eurobodalla and I’m pretty sure the other 5 

150 are just people we haven't spoken to yet.  Thank you very much for 

your time. 

Facilitator: Our next speaker is ****. 

Speaker 3: Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen.  My name is **** from Middle Arm.  

I’m a resident of the Goulburn Mulwaree Council.  I encourage you to 10 
support the Goulburn Mulwaree Council’s recommendations.  The reason I 

do that is for three reasons.  They’ve obtained local input.  They 

understand the sense of community but more importantly they understand 

the spatial differences.   

Middle of creek dividing lines, an arbitrary line drawn my somebody who 15 

doesn’t understand the local area is meaningless.  The Minister’s proposal 

I would say is meaningless.  Actually to have the proposals put forward by 

the Council that represents me as a ratepayer and no, I have no dealings 

apart from being a resident and a ratepayer, that’s all with the Goulburn 

Mulwaree Council.  To have their recommendations overwritten, to me 20 

shows an appalling lack of consultation and that’s why I’m here to speak.   

I’m happy for reform, encourage reform, but prove to me that the reforms 

are going to bring about financial and non-financial benefits.  In doing that I 

tried to access the KPMG report that the headline figures of savings was 

based on.  That report is not available for the public.  Part of it was 25 

released later but that part that was released was quickly downplayed, 

overwritten and I think it was a Professor Bob Donnelly who commented 

that it was awash with errors.  And I will tell you why its awash with errors.  

I cannot understand whether the mergers are financially beneficial or not 

until I can have a look at the report and know what the report’s 30 

assumptions are, what modelling was done and what assumptions were 

built into that modelling.  I also want to know what calculations were used 

to determine the headline figure of $2 million in savings.   

Not only do I need to understand the assumptions behind the model and 

the calculations, I also want to know what is the estimated cost of 35 

integration once we do join represented areas.  How can I make a decision 

as a ratepayer when I have no access to the KPMG report? To be told that 

its supposedly in confidence, I find not open Government.  I’ve been left 

down by my State Government.  I’ve also been let down by my Local 

Member in that area. 40 

 In trying to determine the merits of reform I would ask you sir to please 

take into account the local input, the local expertise and the local 

knowledge.  It’s like a two-minute debate.  By not acknowledging the local 

input then you’re overriding the wishes of the people.  To some extent 

even today’s consultation meeting I think is a somewhat shared 45 
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consultation.  To have to register first of all to speak, yet there may be 

points raised during the meeting which someone may want to speak about.  

I don’t think consultation can be paid lip service.   

 Can I implore you to listen to the local people? Listen to those who have 

the experts within the local region.  Please recommend the KPMG report 5 

be made public.  I understand assumptions, I can do the calculations.  I 

know that I can make any assumptions to give you any particular outcome.  

I’m an economist.  Until I see those assumptions and until I see those 

calculations the report is meaningless.   

 To finish then, I congratulate the Goulburn City Council for taking a stand 10 
on some reform.  I may not agree with all that they want do but I have 

elected them as my representative as an expression of my trust in their 

knowledge and faith and understanding of my local community and I 

applaud them for what they have done.  I think they have been treated very 

poorly by the State Government. 15 

 Lastly, to me this would be a perfect Yes Minister script if it wasn’t so 

serious.  I remember Humphrey says, “Packer you can be open and you 

can be in Government but I would strongly advise you not to do both.” I 

don’t think this has been very open.  Thank you for your indulgence. 

Facilitator: I call on **** and **** is representing the Braidwood Regional Arts Group. 20 

Speaker 4: Thank you and I apologise for my – not looking at you.  I’ve got look this 

way really.  My name is ****.  I’m a recently retired educator, musician and I 

have the honour of being the President of the Braidwood Regional Arts 

Group and I felt it pretty important to come over here and chat to you guys 

really because you’re the sort of Goulburn audience and tell you a little bit 25 

about Braidwood because what's concerning me is that we’re not getting a 

lot of information out of Queanbeyan, we’re getting some information out of 

Goulburn – thank you Mayor Kettle – but there’s this gist that this 

Braidwood thing is a burden.  It’s going to be a burden.  It’s going to be 

problematic.  The problematic part comes with that dismal boundary that 30 

was drawn which cut my village of Majors Creek in half and was then 

promised we’ll go but even if we were to change the boundaries as the 

Mayor suggested to a larger portion, there’s still a sense that Braidwood 

might well be a burden. 

 But what I wanted to talk to you about is that Braidwood will not be a 35 

burden at all.  In fact, you could argue that Braidwood could well be the 

jewel in the crown of this whole area.  If you were to think as this whole 

region as the coast to the capital and from Goulburn down to Cooma, 

Braidwood is at the heart of it and I use the term heart on purpose.  It’s a 

vibrant community.  It’s a strong community.  It’s a historic community.  It’s 40 

got profoundly strong familial relations with Goulburn and with 

Queanbeyan.  And as my position as President of Braidwood Regional Arts 

Group I’m spokesperson for a really diverse group of people and in all the 

arts that exist.  We’ve just had two of our authors publish works 

internationally, two women authors, both working in the fantasy fiction field.  45 
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The history of Judith Wright is still strong in Braidwood.  We have a festival 

of arts and activism called Two Fires every two years and it’s a quirky, 

unusual, interesting festival.  At a different time of the year we’ve got a 

Doof Doof Festival down at the bottom end of Majors Creek.  We’ve also 

got an Australian famous music festival at Majors Creek.  We’ve got an 5 

Australian national award winning festival of quilters.  We’ve got a really 

quirky group of shops and businesses in the town, including an 

internationally well known model shop.  We’ve got an alpaca specialist 

shop.  We’ve got quilt shops.  We’ve got a really interesting range of art 

galleries and antique shops, all of which build this cultural hot pot if you 10 
like.  As the President of BRAG it’s a pleasure for me to say that we do not 

have a unified position on amalgamations.  We’re all artists, herding cats 

as they say.  There are really divergent views and that is exactly what I 

expected when I started asking the members what they felt. 

 What I’d like to paint for you is an attractive picture of our community but 15 

based around our arts community and our heritage to any Council that we 

end up with and I want to guarantee you that you’ve got – whether at 

Goulburn Mulwaree or Queanbeyan Councils – you’ve got a group of 

interesting people who are really willing to work with that Council. 

 The overall approach is that we’re a damn fine asset.  We’re not a liability 20 

or a dead weight and it’s a great place to be and it’s a great place to visit.  

I’m so pleased I discovered it about 15 years ago.   

 The arts community itself is critically important to the culture of an area and 

the arts community has got very close connections with the Goulburn arts 

community.  You’ve got our regional conservatorium of music.  You’ve got 25 

our regional arts gallery which we work with all of the time.  Starts, the 

really important administrative body works out of Goulburn, we work with 

them all of the time.  What we’re really interested in is having a Council that 

supports the arts in all its forms because of the positive flow on effects to 

the community and the economy that they have in so many ways.  And as 30 

much as it galls us to remember, Councils aren’t just roads and bridges, 

they’re a really broad range of things.  They’re the libraries that are the 

heart blood of the towns, they’re really, really important.  It’s great to see 

Queanbeyan, Goulburn and Braidwood all working together in that field. 

 The Braidwood arts and cultural capital that we would bring to any Council 35 

we merged with is really a high level and I want to try and turn the negative 

talk around and suggest that with appropriate measures and with 

appropriate approaches such as the whole of Palerang going to another 

Council or a larger appropriate proportion of Council, if you’re going to 

chop it up to make it viable, it can work really effectively we believe.  The 40 

thing that binds us together rather than divides us is our shared history, our 

indigenous people, our early settlers, the importance of the arts and those 

sorts to tie us all together.  And in the words of one of my characters, is 

what attracted us to Braidwood a few years ago when we were looking for 

a new home is that unique qualities that it’s got.  It’s a really interesting little 45 

place and I worry that Government thinks that it’s going to be a burden in 
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some way.  It’s not going to be.  It’s going to be fabulous and it could be 

fabulous.  If Goulburn wants us, come and talk to us.  If Queanbeyan 

wants us, they can come and talk to us.  We’re a really strong field and 

that’s just not Braidwood, it’s also Bungendore.  It really is powering itself.  

It’s a really good strong thing and please don’t think of it as a burden, 5 

please think of us as partners. 

Facilitator: ****. 

Speaker 5: Mr Rayner, Mayors, Councillors, ladies and gentlemen.  I will state at the 

outset, I do not favour the proposed amalgamation as put forward by the 

Minister but I do get the impression the Government wants Palerang to go.  10 
The proposed amalgamation doesn’t seem to please many people, 

especially in situations where its proposes to split small communities like 

Araluen.  I don’t know the rationale behind that or who advised the Minister 

on this.  I can see no benefit to Goulburn Mulwaree Council if the proposal 

goes ahead but I can see more liability for the Council to maintain 15 

additional rural roads and services within those areas.  So where are the 

savings? 

 The proposal estimates savings of $22 million over 20 years.  If this 

amalgamation goes ahead these estimated savings and promises will be 

forgotten after a few years.  What the proposal doesn’t mention is the extra 20 

expenditure that might be incurred as a result of amalgamation.  For 

example, after 2003 the Government spent $3 million on new Council 

chambers for Palerang in Bungendore.  That wasn’t mentioned in the 

savings being spruiked beforehand.  And by around 2004/5, I can’t 

remember exactly when, Goulburn Mulwaree Council had more total staff 25 

than the former Goulburn City Council and Mulwaree Shire Council 

combined.  So where were the savings there? And what measures are 

there to stop this situation happening again? I understand the current staff 

members at Goulburn Mulwaree are less than they were in that period of 

2004.   30 

The proposal also talks about estimated savings from having nine less 

Councillors in a merged Council.  Yes, there would be savings here but if 

anyone has had a look at the proposed Queanbeyan and Palerang West 

proposal you will see the same estimated savings from having the same 

less nine Palerang Councillors.  So it’s double counting, adding to the 35 

questions of the questionable credibility of the estimated savings.   

The proposal talks about streamlining issues for contractors and trades 

people.  I presume they’re referring to building trades people.  My 

understanding is building trades have to comply with the Building Code of 

Australia so it’s the same regulations and standards that they have to 40 

comply with everywhere so I’m not sure what's going to be streamlined 

there. 

The proposal also talks about development applications being more 

uniform.  Oh really? I think development applications ask the same 

questions don’t they regardless of which Council area they’re in.  There 45 
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might be some difference of particular geography like high altitudes, snow 

weighting and the like or flood prone areas.  The only way to have uniform 

development applications is for a standard instrument to be applied state 

wide.   

Last year I heard the Minister and Premier clearly state, if a Council was 5 

classed unfit, then it should propose amalgamation with other Councils.  I 

believed that and so did the Mayor and the rest of the Goulburn Mulwaree 

Council from what I could see but it seems standing alone is an option for 

so called unfit Councils as we’re seeing in Upper Lachlan and Yass Valley.  

The best outcome if the Government proceeds with amalgamation is for 10 
the whole of Palerang to be amalgamated with Queanbeyan in my opinion.  

This was the original proposal in 2003.  It would simplify administration as 

far as transfer of obligations goes.  I know the Palerang Council has 

recently resolved to recommend this.  And Goulburn Mulwaree should be 

allowed to stand alone just like Upper Lachlan and Yass Valley.  If 15 

anything, I believe that Goulburn Mulwaree is probably more Fit for the 

Future than those two Councils.  So thank you Mr Rayner, Mayors and 

Councillors, ladies and gentlemen. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Our next speaker is **** of the Collector and History Historical 

Society. 20 

Speaker 6: Thank you very much.  Good afternoon.  Just to clarify I’m actually not a 

member of the Collector Historical District Association but I am speaking 

on behalf of Frank Ross who can’t be here who is a member of that and I 

have registered but my name didn’t come up on the registration.  So I will 

try and jam two points of view which are centrally uniform into this – well I 25 

guess I am speaking on behalf of the association so I might be able to fit 

two into 10 minutes. 

 So firstly I am aware that Mr Rayner that you would’ve received some 

correspondence from Frank Ross and the Collector’s Historical Association 

and so I will give fidelity to Frank’s submission I will read that out now.   30 

 Dear Mr Rayner, I’m writing to you on the recommendation of Officers of 

Goulburn Mulwaree Council.  Obviously guided by Mayor Kettle and his 

Officers.  President of the Collector and District Historical Association.  As 

per the attachment below Collector is 34 kilometres from Goulburn and has 

some 403 people in its town and Bureau Statistics District.  It is currently in 35 

the Upper Lachlan Shire Council whose office is in Crookwell, 80 

kilometres from Collector via Goulburn, the most viable bitumen route. 

 Collectors and its Districts economic, social, political and cultural life has 

been inextricably linked with Goulburn’s ever since European settlement 

began in the late 1820s.  Its present location within the Upper Lachlan 40 

Shire is an outcome of the last round of redrawing of Shire boundaries 

some ten years ago.  Collector shares next to no economic, social or 

geographical links with Crookwell and never has done so.  It has always 

been with Goulburn. 
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 The fact that people at Collector District have to drive through Goulburn to 

Crookwell when seeking consultation on complex matters with Upper 

Lachlan Council is clearly costly and nonsensical.  The Local Government 

cost of servicing Collector from Crookwell rather than Goulburn is also very 

high which has led to the down receiving very few services and facilities.  5 

The result is that Collector is the third world village of the Upper Lachlan 

Shire when instead with its prime location on the Federal Highway close to 

Canberra, 52 kilometres and 220 kilometres by Freeway to Sydney, it 

should be a booming commuter and tourist village like Bungendore. 

 Since facilitating the growth of a commuter village for ACT employees and 10 
business owners at Collector would enable a New South Wales 

Government to harvest the income stream from these persons for the 

benefit of the Goulburn region and State Treasury, relocating Collector and 

District into Goulburn Mulwaree Shire would be a sound administrative first 

step.   15 

 It would also be consistent with the New South Wales Sydney, Canberra 

growth corridor strategy, the historic community of interest which the 

district shares with Goulburn and reflects the common sense that every 

day social and other dealings Collector has with Goulburn.  E.g., our district 

farmers buy and sell their produce and livestock in Goulburn, not 20 

Crookwell.   

 The development potential of Collector is recognised by both our Federal 

Member of Parliament Angus Tailor and our State Member for Goulburn, 

Pru Goward and as Frank asserts, Geoff Kettle, the Mayor of Goulburn.  

We can talk about that later Geoff.  They have been cc’d in for reference 25 

and possible endorsement of this submission.   

 It is therefore recommended that the New South Wales Boundary 

Commission relocates Collector and District within the Goulburn Mulwaree 

Shire.  That’s Frank and I will go onto my points which are very much the 

same. 30 

 The only committee I’m involved in now in Collector is the Collector 

Community Forum for the proposed Collector wind farm but I’ve previously 

been the President of the Collector Community Association, and I was the 

founding President of the Collector Village Pumpkin Festival.   

 As we know Collector – as Frank has pointed out – Collector is currently 35 

located in the Upper Lachlan Shire Council.  Mayor Kettle and others have 

spoken about rivers and what they mean geographically.  Collector is not in 

the Upper Lachlan catchment area.  It is in the Great George catchment 

area.  Nobody who lives in Collector and its surroundings has anything to 

do with Crookwell where the Upper Lachlan offices are located, over 50 40 

minutes drive away.   

 Everybody who lives in and around Collector is a regular user of the 

Federal Highway which connects to Canberra, less travelling time than to 
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Crookwell and to Goulburn via the Hume, even less travelling time.  

Collector is part of the Sydney, Canberra corridor along with Goulburn.   

 Geographically, economically, historically and socially Collector is related 

to Goulburn in a myriad more ways than it is to Crookwell and the Upper 

Lachlan. 5 

 I note that the Goulburn Mulwaree Council as Mayor Kettle has put 

forward, has put a proposal together known as the ‘Lake George Nerriga 

Proposal’.  Lake George was first discovered by white settlers when it was 

sighted by Joseph Wild from what is now known as Mill Hill, a small hill in 

the centre of Collector village in August 1820.  The Collector Creek flows 10 
into the northern end of Lake George.  Collector is the oldest settlement 

approximate to the lake. 

 I implore the Council and the Boundaries Commission to consider 

amending the boundary of Goulburn Mulwaree Council to include the 

village of Collector.  It makes geographical sense for the boundary to be 15 

situated on or around the boundary defined by the Lake George catchment 

area. 

 I’m a political pragmatist in so far as I fully realise, probably like the folk 

from Araluen that Collector has little or no political power, even at the Local 

Government level.  However, we are now seized by an opportunity to make 20 

a change that makes geographical, social, economic sense to the 

residents of Collector and its surrounds.  For the sake of a disenfranchised 

population I urge the Commission and Goulburn Mulwaree Council to 

consider amending the boundary to ensure Collector and its residents are 

not left as they currently are, disconnected, alienated and removed from its 25 

Local Government.  A Local Government that has little understanding or 

experience of the true dynamic of Collector which is far more related to 

both Goulburn and Canberra. 

 I would be more than happy to discuss this proposal further with 

representatives from either the Council or the Boundaries Commission.  30 

Let’s make a decision together that on all rational grounds makes technical 

sense to a group of people who otherwise get forgotten or as I like to prefer 

Collector to be known, the ass end of the Upper Lachlan.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thanks ****.  Our next speaker is ****. 

Speaker 7: Delegate Mr Rayner, my name is ****.  I live in Wamboin.  I’m also Vice 35 

President of the Wamboin Community Association.  In addressing this 

Inquiry my consideration is the best outcome for Wamboin.  Wamboin is an 

area that mainly consists of urban lifestyle lots and residents and this has 

been the case for 30 years and with further subdivision likely in the larger 

residential holdings this trend is likely to continue with further densification. 40 

 All of the discussions through the amalgamation consultation period – if 

that’s what we call it – were based on a total Palerang amalgamation with 

either Queanbeyan or Goulburn as a whole.  At no time during the 
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consultation was a split proposed until Minister O’Toole’s announcement 

and blindsided the residents of Palerang with a last minute proposal from 

Queanbeyan Council to divide Palerang in half.  As we all know the 

decision to amalgamate Palerang was made prior to any consultation.  It 

now seems it’s just up to wherever the borders are drawn.   5 

 Our first preference would have been to remain independent as Palerang 

but it seems that was never an option from the start.  With flawed 

arguments, rubbery figures, the amalgamation was always the New South 

Wales predetermined outcome.  Our preference is for the whole of 

Palerang to be amalgamated with Queanbeyan.  While we understanding 10 
Goulburn Mulwaree would like to gain RMS funded roads and rates and 

the rural and residential areas and the development opportunities that may 

bring, we believe it’s just not the right answer for Wamboin.   

 Wamboin, the majority of the 1,800 plus residents in Wamboin work in the 

ACT in Queanbeyan.  The natural connection for employment services is 15 

south towards the major hubs of the ACT, Queanbeyan.  If we need to 

attend Councils for reasons such as rate payments, complaints or planning 

matters, it makes no sense for us to drive half an hour in the complete 

opposite direction to attend Council meetings or Council from where we 

actually live and work.  Our natural connection both geographically and 20 

demographically is Queanbeyan, the ACT.  I also think it should be 

recognised that the ACT is our major services hub and should not just be a 

blank cut out on the New South Wales planning map.  We’re actually closer 

to Watson than Queanbeyan, which is in the ACT.  Consideration should 

also be given for future urban development of the Kowen Forest which is 25 

on our doorstep and will be a future urban area.  We also see some minor 

connections to the golden rule of history, Wamboin is really an urban 

lifestyle area and has stronger connections to Queanbeyan on multiple 

levels.  It’s not that we have issues with Goulburn.  I think Goulburn is quite 

a lovely town.  It’s just not a fit for us.   30 

 I’d also like to warn the State Government not to underestimate the power 

of people’s connections to Local Government and I’d hate to see the 

current Government be arrogant and take people for granted like 

Queensland did. 

 So at the end of the day any amalgamation, we believe Wamboin should 35 

be included in the expanded Queanbeyan boundary.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: I now call on **** to come to the microphone.  Not here? Okay, great.  Our 

next speaker then is ****. 

Speaker 8: Thank you Mr Rayner.  I’m not a resident of either of the Shires involved so 

I will be confining my comments to the process which is a New South 40 

Wales process.  I’m informed only by Item 5.1 media reports and a bit of 

career experience that might be appropriate to what I’m saying.  I’ve not 

had the benefit of a discussion with any interested persons in the 

community. 
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 Surely what we all want is what is best for New South Wales and our 

communities, local communities and it needs a more global approach than 

what we’ve had in this arrogantly designed process.   

 Unfortunately, the State Government has embarked on an outdated and 

contrived top down process.  One that pays only token respect to the 5 

community’s potential to participate responsibly in the determination of 

future Local Government structures etcetera.  The process has not been 

designed with any serious attempt to engage even the critical mass of 

more interested people in the communities.  When suitably informed and 

facilitated, these folk can contribute logically, constructively and 10 
innovatively to community issues and progress.  Government has to realise 

that wisdom is not confined to our elected MPs and senior public servants.  

They can become confined in their outlooks. 

 If the Government’s motives are pure these critical masses in our 

community can be strong, supportive, owners of progressive processes.  15 

We are facing increasing inequality and other social challenges ahead in 

Australia and in our State.  Well-equipped Local Government can play a 

major role in addressing these issues at the community level.  Fostering a 

sense of community ownership of Local Government could yield major 

economic and social benefits that we probably don’t recognise at this 20 

stage. 

 We need resilient, caring and enterprising Local Governments into the 

future more than we’ve ever had in the past.  Can we find a face saving 

way for our State Government to convert this ill-conceived, unproductive 

process into a fresh approach? One that encourages a critical mass in our 25 

communities to engage in a genuine collaborative process of local and 

regional government modernisation.  A process which will be more 

democratic and one that we can be proud of.  It may not be as expedient 

as the present process, however it would be energising and enduring for 

all.  Thank you. 30 

Facilitator: Our next speaker is ****. 

Speaker 9: Thank you for this opportunity.  I’m a resident now of Goulburn but up until 

2007 I was a resident of Braidwood.  I’m against the amalgamation mainly 

because I feel that smaller communities get overrun by larger ones and 

that’s what happened to Braidwood when they joined the [indecipherable].  35 

But however Mount Palerang is a distinctive peak in the range running 

east, west, south of the Kings Highway and as the crow flies it’s about 80 

kilometres from Tolwong, 70 kilometres from Badger Mountain.  There is a 

picnic area at a space next to Mulloon Creek and a pleasant, although 

steep walk to the top.  I believe that if Goulburn Mulwaree and Palerang 40 

have to amalgamate, then Mount Palerang would be a suitable name for 

the Shire.  This immediately tells the outsiders that we are in the highlands 

and tourists could be directed to all of the beauty spots.   

Sydney based Governments, whether they’re Labor or Liberal are 

blinkered and do not realise the distances men and equipment would have 45 
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to travel to the job, unproductive work time.  I believe the only survey they 

did was checking a map on the table in Sydney.  The Government has 

wasted millions on this campaign which could have been given to the 

Shires who were deemed unfit.  I say let’s continue as we are but Mount 

Palerang is very distinctive and almost central to a combined Shire.  Thank 5 

you. 

Facilitator: To Bob Kirk, thank you. 

Bob: Yes, thank you Mr Delegate.  Bob Kirk.  I’m a resident and ratepayer of 

Goulburn but I’m also the Deputy Mayor of the Local Council and I hastily 

put together some notes following the meeting at Braidwood and thought I 10 
might speak given that there weren’t too many registered here. 

 So with respect to the views of others presenting today my role as a 

Councillor is obviously to represent the views of the Goulburn Mulwaree 

ratepayers and residents and the purpose of this exercise is to address this 

Minister’s proposal for a part amalgamation boundary adjustment and so I 15 

will briefly speak to that because I didn’t have time to think about it too 

much and many of the points I would make have been made and there’s 

no point in replicating. 

 I think that the Minister’s proposal is impractical, not viable and 

unachievable.  So my job I believe is to debunk all of the positive 20 

assertions that have been made in this proposal and as outlined 

particularly in our Mayor’s presentation which covered most of those 

aspects.  But this process should be about Local Government reform and 

somewhere along the lines it’s been hijacked to forced amalgamations 

which is only but one of those 60 odd recommendations in the Local 25 

Government review and despite all of the suggestions there’s been no 

proper community engagement or consultation and I think that, that speaks 

volumes for the position we are now faced. 

 We hear on the local radio that the Government run ads which are saying 

that the present system of Local Government was set up over a hundred 30 

years ago and it’s not working.  I think those are the words they’re using.  

So because it was set up a hundred years ago I did a little bit of research 

and I found that in 1908 there were 324 metropolitan and regional Shire 

Councils in New South Wales.  Three hundred and twenty-four.  Local 

Government reform has been on the agenda of State Government ever 35 

since and its always been about fixing the system.  It’s always been about 

making Local Government sustainable and achieving better outcomes for 

residents and ratepayers.  So a hundred years on, still not working.  

There’s 152 Councils and soon to be potentially 112.  So that’s a reduction 

of two thirds over a hundred years, initiated by the State Government and 40 

it’s still not working.  So the facts presented in the Minister’s proposal and 

history tells us that the current rounds of amalgamations won’t fix it either.  

And it doesn’t address the underlying issues and that’s a whole other 

discussion. 
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 We constantly hear the Government saying that they’ve been consulting 

and reviewing with Local Government over this reform for the last four 

years.  It’s not true.  They have been discussing the need for the reform, 

yes.  And it’s been on a much wider scale but not about amalgamations in 

isolation and that’s what we’re dealing with.  The first that this community 5 

heard of the Goulburn Mulwaree and part Palerang merger was the 6th of 

January I believe.  That’s four weeks ago.  Not four years ago.  The 

consultation and community engagement process has been totally 

inadequate.  In that time, it is clear though that the community won’t accept 

this change or this proposal.  There is a financial burden on the Goulburn 10 
end by cross subsidisation of the cost of maintaining a Braidwood staff 

which has been outlined in some more detail.  $3.5 million worth of wages 

verses a $1.95 rate take.  That’s not sustainable and it’s not acceptable to 

Goulburn residents, and it’s not fair.  And there’s a staff impact on 

Goulburn – there’s two points I particularly wanted to make – that’s also 15 

unacceptable.  While all staff are protected for a three-year period, I 

understand future rationalisation of staff would be inevitable and it would 

only come from the Goulburn staff by virtue of the current Act.  So how is 

that fair for Goulburn? And how is that reform? 

 So the wide view in Goulburn seems to be that we’re doing very well and 20 

we should standalone.  If there must be change, perhaps support for either 

more of or less of Palerang as the Mayor has alluded to.  There’s a chance 

to make some sensible evidence based variations to the Minister’s 

proposal and the Nerriga, Corang, Lake George, there is stronger 

community support for that by the affected residents.  It’s also financially 25 

viable and its services a community of interest.  I will make a written 

submission to address the other aspects of the Minister’s proposal.  As it 

stands it remains ill-conceived, in fact it is not viable for all of the reasons 

that we’ve heard and it’s not acceptable to the Goulburn community.  So I 

ask Mr Rayner to reject the Minister’s proposal and by fault, leave 30 
Goulburn Mulwaree to standalone.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Welcome **** to the microphone.  Thank you. 

Speaker 11: Okay and like the previous speaker this idea only happened on the way 

here.  I’d like first of all – no, wrong place.  Speaking myself as a ratepayer 

of nearly 36 years, my home is at the end of the Braidwood Goulburn 35 

Road, just before you get to the Kings Highway.  I don’t have the 

knowledge or skills to talk about any of the budget matters so I will leave 

that alone.  I wish to present views on the triple bottom-line, it was 

mentioned once this morning.  Can you all hear me okay? If I come over 

here, you’ll probably hear me better. 40 

 Triple bottom-line.  I first read about for the production of coffee beans in 

Papua New Guinea.  This is relevant to some of what we’re talking about 

today.  There, the bean growers had to be able to survive economically.  

They were only able to do that if they had a sustainable, constant, good 

environment in which to produce their coffee beans.  They were also only 45 

able to do that if they had a community that would support them, that they 
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had friends.  If something happened to a child, they had neighbours and 

friends who would look after the child.  If something went wrong with your 

picking tools you had somebody to step in to help you.  I’m saying that this 

applies to our small communities that are being looked at as an asset – not 

an asset, a load, a financial load, a drain on our governments.  Okay, I 5 

acknowledge there’s a financial picture to be looked at too.   

So I’m going to keep going here.  I won’t talk about environment.  Its dear 

to my heart.  I do my own stuff supporting other individuals and certainly in 

a lot of the old Tallaganda Shire there are a lot of very innovative people 

doing a lot of work there. 10 

I’m going to do my best to talk about the social area.  This is something 

that I will develop my skills on and I will be talking to some of the people 

here today.   

Communities, you mentioned communities of geography.  That is your 

physical neighbours.  People who live in the same street or the same town.  15 

They’re part of your community.  We also have communities of the 

organisations we’re with, the members of the Golf Club, the Scout Troop 

who go out bushwalking together.  They’re another community drawn from 

different areas.  They’re not usually your immediate neighbours.  Also 

communities of activities, things you do together.  Like it might be a bunch 20 

of people who go rock climbing regularly.  They again are not usual 

communities of geography, they’re likely to be a formal organisation.  

There are different types of communities.  Now I’m drawing on my 

knowledge there from my RFS community education, community 

engagement training because in the event of a natural disaster these are 25 

the communities you’re going to rely on.  In the event of ordinary stable life, 

you’ll also be drawing on these people.  Who are the kids going to turn to 

when mum and dad are going ratty? They’re going to talk to their parent’s 

friends.  In the event that a child gets killed, who is that parent going to turn 

to? In the event of being able to turn up to work regularly, even if life is 30 

struggling and dealing with your hardships, who are you going to look for? 

Your community friends.  So people who have strong community are 

happier people.  If they’re happier people they will make better workers, 

better labourers, better staff, because they’ve got the support there.  

There’s social cohesion. 35 

I would like to acknowledge the Waterhouses asset that he mentioned of 

the regional arts group in Braidwood.  It is wonderful and I was going to 

talk about it, thank you ****.  There is also a tourist development 

opportunity which has not been utilised for any benefit by anybody so far.  

It’s the heritage listing of the whole of the original planned village of 40 

Braidwood.  It’s just waiting to be used.  Braidwood is a difficult town to 

work with, I know that.  That’s why I live outside.  People have lots of 

personal views but I will refer to the artistic nature of a lot of people there.  

As well as the people who have come off the land and have their own 

views as well.  But the outside of those buildings has been preserved and 45 

a lot of people think it is for the inside of the buildings too.  There is a lot of 
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heritage listing going on there.  I believe there are only two or three other 

villages or towns listed in Australia.  I’d love to see it utilised.  Braidwood is 

an underutilised, under supported town for the tourist benefits that could be 

done there. 

Another asset to the region, this side of Braidwood up north around where I 5 

live, at the intersection.  Within 10-15 kilometres of that intersection of the 

road through to Braidwood with the Highway there are nine subdivision 

areas.  Now subdivision is when somebody puts a road into a house and 

subdivides anywhere between five and 25 blocks up that little road.  We’ve 

got a lot of assets in that place.  At the moment those people are tree-10 
changers, lifestyle changes, city escapees.  They’re lifestyle blocks.  

They’re not commercial farming places but I think there’s probably better 

rate assets potentials in those.  Some of them they’re just one, two or three 

little blocks.  Small ones, again cut into places. 

Okay, I will finish up.  Lots of social capital in the Braidwood region.  I can’t 15 

talk about the rest of Palerang.  You can tell where my heart is.  Hey, I’m a 

Tasmanian, I like the bush.  Braidwood regional people are very 

innovative.  I got a call half way through the meeting in Braidwood this 

morning.  Three women friends.  All of them are single, mature, trying to 

start a little part-time business.  **** do you have a phone book? Do you 20 

have a phone number for such and such a person? We need an old 

Canberra phone book.  I wasn’t able to help them but that’s the sort of 

innovation – this is a totally new idea these ladies are coming up with.  I’m 

doing something different and innovative for my tiny little standalone 

business also.  That’s the sort of people you have in Braidwood.  Lots and 25 

lots of social capital and they can survive because of that social capital on 

much less money capital.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: I call on ****.   

Speaker 12: Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen, Delegate, Mr Rayner.  Thank you 

for allowing me the opportunity to speak this afternoon.  With respect to 30 

those present today I must voice my disapproval of the whole reform 

process being followed by our State Government.  If as advertised on TV, 

radio and in the press the current Local Council system is broken, why is 

the State Government not making a realistic attempt to fix the problems? 

The current proposal – sorry, the current proposed solution is to fix two or 35 

more broken – that’s the term – Councils by simply altering the boundaries 

or merging them.  This will not and cannot provide the reforms needed to 

fix problems associated with the existing Council system.  I believe that 

reform is needed, that there are far more options available – we’ve heard 

up to 60 recommendations previously – that is being presented by the 40 

current reform process.  One of these options was as presented to 

Goulburn Mulwaree Council on Tuesday the 17th November 2015 and I will 

speak to that later. 

 Whilst the current State Government merger model made work within an 

urban context, it will not work in a rural and regional context.  Rural and 45 
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regional areas have existing communities of interest and these must be 

recognised.  Rural and regional communities are affected by geographical 

barriers such as the ternary of distance.  To be viable they must have 

support of all three tiers of Government.  Combing small rural Councils into 

a large regional Council has the problem of disengagement with small 5 

outlying communities.  This would be completely unsatisfactory.  Local 

Government must be accessible and representative of all communities, 

both large and small.  Representation is an important issue for these 

communities. 

 If we are forced to amalgamate with half of Palerang, then the issue of 10 
communities of interest must be addressed properly.  This is not done by 

drawing boundary lines down the middle of roads or waterways.  Having 

small satellite centres in a larger rural hinterland, the old donuts principle is 

also not satisfactory.   

 A solution that has previously been canvassed is individual Councils to 15 

form cooperatives or groups with other Local Councils.  The JROs were a 

perfect opportunity to follow this model, however that did not happen.  A 

larger stronger Council could provide services to smaller adjacent 

Councils.  Examples of services that could be shared are administration, 

planning, engineering, utilities, work and supply contracts, plant and 20 

equipment, workforces and community services.  This would provide 

significant savings due to economies of scale and enable more efficient 

utilisation of those resources.  Existing Local Councils would remain with 

their existing boundaries but administration and workforces could be 

streamlined.  A partnership between adjacent Councils with similar 25 

synergies and issues would be a way of reducing overheads and getting 

more return for the ratepayers and tax payers.  Surely this is a better option 

than forced, or unforced amalgamations that do not directly address the 

issues that need to be resolved.  This option would continue to cater for 

local community representation and continue the current local 30 

communication within existing LGAs and communities.   

Merging of Councils will not resolve the problems that State Government 

wants fixed.  We’ve been talking about this for a hundred years now, how 

much longer do we need to talk about it for? Indeed, these amalgamations 

made directly lead to other problems arising as per our last review.  Thank 35 

you. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  ****. 

Speaker 13: Mr Rayner, Mayor Kettle and Councillors.  I’m not in favour of the proposal 

at it stands.  I believe that it should be the whole of Palerang or let 

Goulburn stay on its own.  Council had a meeting with the Premier early 40 

this year from what I understand and you know, they were informed quite 

emphatically that amalgamations were on the agenda whether we like it or 

now.  Now in good faith they came back here to Goulburn and reported to 

us ratepayers that you know, whilst the Council proposal was to 
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standalone, that they should also consider amalgamation because that’s 

what's on the agenda.   

 Now you know, different proposals was submitted and one of them 

involved Palerang, Upper Lachlan and Yass.  Now I know that sounds a lot 

but it’s only 65,000 people and in the big picture that’s not a lot of people if 5 

you look at the big picture today.  The current proposal where Queanbeyan 

gets the best bite of the apple with the growth areas, they don’t really need 

the growth areas.  They get them from the ACT without having to go look 

for it.  Every time Canberra is on the move Queanbeyan gets a bit of that 

anyway.  Why give Goulburn the worst end of the stick? 10 

 I’ve been studying Local Government amalgamations now for over 30 

years because I’ve lived in a few parts of the State and worked at the New 

South Wales Government.  I had jobs where we were told to be on the 

lookout for what amalgamations may be in the wind and to let our 

respective superiors know.  What they’re talking about, reducing it from 15 

152 to 112, that’s not a huge reduction.  Get rid of all the publicity and that, 

that’s come with this and the advertising, I would have expected that they 

would have reduced it down to 70 or something like that.  If you look at the 

State map there is a hell of a lot of Councils that could have been 

amalgamated that haven't been touched.   20 

 In finishing Mr Rayner, this is not personally towards you but I’ve only been 

sort of made aware and I know it’s probably been on the internet, but 

you’re not the Delegate to look at the hearing when Palerang has – the 

Queanbeyan Palerang and I don’t know whether that’s a good idea to have 

somebody different to do that.  But anyway, you can take that on board for 25 

what it’s worth. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Mayor Harrison do you want to say a few words with regards 

to Palerang’s position? 

Geoff: Thanks Mr Rayner.  I’m just really taking advantage of this offer because 

we have a bit of time and this is an opportunity I guess to present to those 30 

present Palerang Council’s view of what's going on. 

 So look, as I said this morning given the constraints of time, I won’t waste 

your time on this occasion either but what I’d like to do is simply follow 

through an overview of the introduction that the Minister provides to his 

particular proposal.  The more fuller text of this will be provided in Palerang 35 

Council’s submission. 

 So look, the Minister begins by spruiking the benefits of the proposed 

boundary adjustment.  He calls it a merger but where at pains to point out 

that it is not a merger at all, this is a boundary adjustment.  It is the single 

greatest failure of this particular proposal because we’re not talking about 40 

combining two organisations.  Perhaps taking the best elements of both of 

these to create a better new entity.  We’re actually dismantling one in – but 

simply absorbing part of it into the other but nowhere in the proposal do we 

see any reference to the direct cost to the community or the ongoing 
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economic cost of dismantling Palerang, only the claimed benefits of 

expanding the Goulburn Mulwaree Council’s boundary. 

 So let’s start with a quick run through the benefits, the claimed benefits and 

see how they really stack up.  So we’re told that the total financial benefit 

of $22 million over 20 years can be achieved.  If one reads carefully, one 5 

will notice that this supposed benefit comes in two parts.  The first is a $15 

million enticement from the State, paid out of resident’s taxes if the 

Minister’s proposal gets the red light – sorry, the Minister’s proposal gets a 

green light.   

 So let’s understand this.  The Minister is proposing to spend $15 million of 10 
resident’s tax money in their area to make this proposal palatable but this 

isn’t the whole story.  In our case at least, because this $15 million was 

committed for Councils that are merging, nothing has been said about how 

the funding will be provided for Councils involved in a boundary 

adjustment.  Even so, it’s not at all clear what strings might be attached to 15 

this funding.  We know that $5 million is associated with merger expenses, 

so it’s not an open cheque.  The commitment is merely to cover immediate 

merger expenses, not to simply provide any funds to the benefit of the 

community as such and if there are no other benefits in this proposal than 

this $5 million is money down the drain.  The other $10 million is for 20 

infrastructure improvements and we’ll have a look at those a little more as I 

move on.  The remaining $7 million is money that’s claimed to be saved 

over 20 years through the proposed boundary adjustment. 

 So let’s have a closer look at what that $7 million really means.  

Throughout my presentation of course I’m going to look at everything from 25 

the perspective of the Palerang Council but you can get the picture.  Over 

20 years taken simply then, this $7 million amounts to around $350,000 

per year.  Using the Minister’s figures for the new Council budget in 

2019/20 that’s a hypothetical annual saving of about 0.7 percent of the 

Council’s budget.  That’s the benefit of the boundary adjustment.  That’s 30 

enough to pay for around 350 metres of sealed road today and somewhat 

less no doubt as the years go by.  And just for the record, there are over 

1,400 kilometres of road in Palerang, over 700 kilometres of which are 

unsealed.  And of course these savings are for the whole new Council, not 

just for Palerang. 35 

 So if we look at this based on relative population, that amounts to 

somewhat less than 25 metres of extra road sealed in the Palerang 

proportion of the proposed Council.  That’s a sum total of the financial 

benefit to the current Palerang residents of the savings identified in this 

proposal if the Minister’s figures are correct.  So even if the entire $17 40 

million unsubstantiated benefit were applied to roads for example it would 

result in only around 850 metres of sealed road per year, around 60 metres 

of which might find its way into the Palerang area of the new Council.  No 

bridges, no swimming pools, no social programs, just less than 0.1 percent 

improvement in road maintenance.  On this basis could I assert on behalf 45 
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of the Palerang community that the ongoing financial benefit of this 

proposal is immaterial. 

 If I move then onto the second point that’s raised, potential for reducing 

reliance on rate increases through special rate variations.  Well on the 

basis of the calculations that we’ve just been through, can I also assert on 5 

behalf of the Palerang community that the financial benefit of this proposal 

will have precisely zero potential to reduce any reliance on special rate 

variations, particularly while the State continues to shift the cost of 

maintaining poor transport infrastructure onto local communities. 

 So the third item now, the third benefit, greater capacity to effectively 10 
manage and reduce the infrastructure backlog across the two Councils.  

That basically means great capacity to reduce the necessary roadworks or 

outstanding roadworks and bridgeworks in the community.  In the Goulburn 

environment there’s also urban facilities that are maintained as well but 

these don’t generally apply in the Palerang area.  But once again we’ve 15 

seen that there’s essentially no financial benefit to this proposal so any 

increase in capacity would have to come through internal efficiencies.  The 

proposal unfortunately makes no comment on how for example the 

dismantling of the Palerang works organisation is going to improve 

Goulburn Mulwaree’s efficiency or capacity to provide roadworks into the 20 

Palerang area. 

 So we move onto improving strategic planning and economic development.  

Well this benefit perhaps is a bit difficult to argue because it’s a bit difficult 

to define.  The bottom-line however is that if the strategic planning or 

economic development is not directed specifically into the Palerang area it 25 

will be of little benefit to Palerang residents because as I will outline a little 

later on, Goulburn is not the focus for the large majority of Palerang 

residents affected by this proposal.   

 Then we go onto effective representation by Council with the required 

scale and capacity to meet the future needs of the community.  Okay, so 30 

look once again a very simple calculation reveals that the residents for the 

proportion of Palerang involved in the present proposal would amount to 

around about 6.4 percent of the population of the new area.  With a nine 

member Council that’s proposed each Councillor on the new Council would 

then represent around 11.1 percent of the population.  So the result we’ve 35 

got here is that even if the entire population for the part of Palerang that’s 

being transferred into the new area got behind one candidate, they’d still 

only be halfway towards having that particular candidate elected as a 

member of Council.  So for the part of Palerang involved in the present 

proposal this is clearly not effective representation. 40 

 And finally we get onto providing a more effective voice for the region’s 

interests and being better able to deliver on priorities in partnership with 

the New South Wales and Australian Governments.  Well once again if 

Palerang residents don’t even have the numbers to elect a single local 

representative it’s difficult to see how they could be represented at all 45 
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unless their interests were indistinguishable from those of Goulburn 

residents.  Perhaps not quite a relevant comment in this particular 

audience but I leave that for the residents to speak for themselves and 

there was certainly enough commentary in this morning’s meeting to 

indicate Palerang’s residents interests are not universally covered by the 5 

interests in Goulburn which is not unusual.  So this doesn’t present a very 

compelling argument for a boundary adjustment but let’s move on, we’ve 

got a couple more points here. 

 The next matter that the Minister raises in his preamble to his proposal is 

that the savings that have been identified.  Mind you, we’ve identified that 10 
the savings are almost non-existent.  The saving can be used in a number 

of particular areas.  He identifies three areas.  The first is upgrading and 

enhancing the water supply and sewerage systems.  For those in Goulburn 

perhaps you’re not aware that the suggestion ignores the reality that 

Braidwood residents have contributed heavily over the last 10 years to the 15 

cost of renewing virtually all of Palerang’s water and sewerage 

infrastructure.  Braidwood for example commissioned a new sewerage 

treatment plant in 2010 and a new water treatment plant in 2014.  So the 

renewal of this infrastructure would therefore not be seen as any benefit to 

any current Palerang resident. 20 

 The second point was advocating on behalf of post-secondary education 

services.  Palerang Council again however surveyed its residents 

extensively in the context of the Fit for the Future program to establish how 

they use facilities both within Palerang and outside of Palerang.  The 

feedback related to educational services in particular revealed that only 25 

around 15 percent of Braidwood area residents sought out educational 

opportunities across the board, that is primary through to tertiary in 

Goulburn.  That’s no slight on Goulburn, that’s simply saying that Palerang 

residents generally seek out these services in Canberra and Queanbeyan 

and given the proximity of these centres any improvement in availability of 30 

services in Goulburn while they may be wonderful for the people of 

Goulburn, is of little benefit to Palerang residents. 

 And finally the third point where this extra funding could be spent was on 

improving the local road network but on the basis of our earlier calculations 

we can see how little of the local road network is going to be improved on 35 

the basis of the savings that are made through this supposed boundary 

adjustment.  Palerang Council itself is punching well above its weight in 

this context.  Being recognised as having one of the best road construction 

teams in the region.  It consistently wins contracts to get private firms to 

deliver services under RMS contracts in adjacent LGAs.  Dividing the 40 

Palerang LGA as proposed however will result in the dismantling of this 

highly skilled and successful team.  The staff and plant will inevitably be 

divided according to the geographical locations.  The result of that outcome 

can only be from the perspective of Palerang residents, meaning that local 

road maintenance services will decline.  The proposal provides no 45 

indication as to how that outcome could be any different. 
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 If these then are the high points or the benefits for the proposal, there’s 

clearly not much at all in this exercise for Palerang residents within the 

area affected by the Minister’s proposal.  But if you indulge me a little 

further, there is still more to look at more specifically.  There’s still an 

opportunity to look more specifically in that we must consider when 5 

assessing the present proposal.  Still working on the principle that less is 

more I won’t spend a lot of time on this but I would just like to point out a 

few other issues which are addressed directly by the matters, the factors 

that need to be considered as the Delegate considers the proposal. 

 I will drop down to – I think it’s the second one on the board there.  10 
Communities of interest and geographic cohesion.  So there will naturally 

be a range of views in this regard depending obviously on the individual 

localities concerned but I would suggest that the issue should not be so 

much of whether or not there is a community of interest or a geographic 

relationship with an adjacent jurisdiction, but whether or not the 15 

relationship in question is stronger than any that might be broken by the 

proposed changes.  Having said this however probably the only thing 

worse than the proposed boundary would be one that ran down the main 

street of Braidwood. 

 The rivers that have been chosen as the boundaries are simply not 20 

traditional dividing lines as a number of people have pointed out.  Along its 

length the boundary that has been drawn in the proposal manages to 

divide 72 properties, the village of Majors Creek and the community within 

the Araluen Valley.  In some cases, there are not even any roads providing 

internal connections between areas of the one LGA.  Some residents have 25 

to pass into an adjacent LGA and out again in order to travel between two 

points in their own Local Government Area.  There is in fact no evidence 

that there’s been any effort whatsoever to give genuine consideration to 

the impact on communities adjacent to the current boundary when it was 

proposed. 30 

 If I flick forward and look – it’s probably not on that screen but don’t worry 

about it, it’s not important.  Another item for consideration is the 

requirements of the area concerned in relation to elected representation.  I 

have already made reference to this but it’s a major concern in the present 

case where it’s been proposed that a rural area with a relatively low 35 

population be merged with a fundamentally urban area with a relatively 

high population.  As we noted earlier the residents of the portion of 

Palerang involved in the present proposal would comprise only 6.4 percent 

of the population of the new area and would be lucky to represented at all 

in the new Council with a local member.   40 

Its perhaps important to consider a bit of recent history.  This is obviously 

more important for the Palerang residents but in the amalgamations that 

created Palerang the residents of the former Tallaganda Shire which is a 

large part of what's being proposed to be moved into Goulburn Mulwaree 

at this stage, comprises only 25 percent of the population of the new 45 

Palerang Council area.  Their proportion of representation during the last 
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amalgamation was reduced from 100 percent with their own Council to 25 

percent, effectively from nine Councillor representatives to just three and 

today the area is represented by only two local residents.  We’re now 

looking at a situation where the local community might not even rate 

representation of a single Councillor.   5 

We’re also asked to look at the impact that the proposal might have on the 

ability of Councils to provide adequate, equitable and appropriate services 

and facilities.  It’s fairly widely understood that in both practical – that it is 

both more practical and economical to deliver services into more densely 

populated areas.  In the present case however we are talking about 10 
increasing the size of the Goulburn Mulwaree area by around about 50 

percent with the addition of a relatively sparsely populated rural area.  The 

problem is here on both sides of the fence so to speak.  In the Goulburn 

Mulwaree Local Government area we’re proposing to effectively reduce the 

overall population density.  The logical conclusion then is that it will make 15 

less practical and more difficult and it is more expensive to deliver services 

throughout the new Council area.  From the point of view of the Palerang 

area involved, for much of the population the distance to the main 

operational centre would increase by around 40 kilometres, around 40 

kilometres further away than Budawang is.  Once again making it more 20 

difficult and less convenient to deliver any centrally located services.  

Clearly then the impact of the change on service delivery will depend on 

the service being delivered.  If the services generally are delivered from a 

central location, any benefit would clearly be limited due to the increased 

distances involved.  If the service is delivered locally there would be no 25 

fundamental change, hence one again, little benefit from the merger. 

Many issues however come into play here, not least of all staffing and 

travelling distances.  There could be no economies of scale if more staff 

are required to address the issue of distance.  Seemingly there could be no 

economy of scale if staff time is wasted travelling to a more remote 30 

location.  Such economies can only be achieved if services can be 

delivered within an existing sphere to more residents with minimal increase 

in costs.  In the present situation this is clearly not the case. 

It’s also important in this context to recognise the reputation of Palerang 

Council enjoys with respect to some of the services it delivers.  There 35 

appears to be an assumption that both partners in the proposed 

relationship deliver the same range of services or that one partner is 

always inferior or superior to the other.  This however is not always the 

case.  Palerang for example regularly wins awards for the work undertaken 

by its Environmental Services Division.  It was for example recently 40 

appointed as a lead agency for a $20 million South East Weeds Action 

program.  Similarly, Palerang’s road engineering crew is widely regarded – 

as I mentioned earlier – as the best in the region, regularly winning RMS 

contracts against private operators.  Dividing either of these teams will 

destroy its capacity to carry out these external works, with flow on affects 45 

for the work that can be supported locally.  In both of these cases the 

boundary adjustment such as that that’s been proposed has precisely the 
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opposite effect to that which was intended.  It actually reduces the capacity 

of the organisation to achieve the economies of scale that are supposedly 

going to be achieved in this process.   

So look, I get down to the end here and all I can really say at this point is 

that there can be really no logical reason why any Council such as 5 

Palerang, that has been deemed to be as or more financially sound than 

many of its neighbours, should be dismembered as is being proposed.  

The strength of Council in the South East New South Wales region lies in 

accepting the influence of Canberra and the ACT on the region, addressing 

the unique needs of their respective communities and working together 10 
under the banner of regional organisations to harness those individual 

benefits for the good of all of our residents.   

The proposal that we have here does indeed note membership of the 

Canberra Region Joint Organisation but it fails to acknowledge that most, if 

not all of the supported benefits of merging by applying a boundary 15 

adjustment are already being realised through Palerang’s involvement with 

this regional organisation.  The claim that a merger will provide these 

benefits – quote – without relying on voluntary collaboration – unquote- is 

really quite a nonsense sense.  The Government’s own proposal is that 

membership will be compulsory, not of course that such a heavy handed 20 

approach has ever been necessary for the Canberra Region Joint 

Organisation member Councils to cooperate and work together 

constructively. 

The bottom-line here then is this is not a proposal that’s strengthens Local 

Government.  It is nothing more than a proposal that marginalises rural 25 

communities which is contrary to everything that we seek to achieve as 

rural Councillors.   

So Mr Rayner, I again urge you in the strongest possible way to advise the 

Minister not to proceed with this proposal.  Thank you very much for your 

time this afternoon. 30 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Ladies and gentlemen is there anybody else in the room that 

hasn’t already spoken at either this morning’s session in Braidwood or this 

session here who would like to present to Mr Rayner? 

Speaker 15: Everybody, I know it’s a little bit tiring but I’ve got a few things to say and a 

different perspective to bring to bear.  As everyone has done I will direct 35 

my comments to Mr Rayner.  He has a job to do today which is 

constrained, artificial and misleading but he’s obliged to do it. 

John: Sorry, can we just have your name please? 

Speaker 15: ****. 

John: Thanks ****. 40 
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Speaker 15: Looking at what's been presented and all of the views that have been 

explored I think Mr Rayner is in the difficult position of having to advise his 

superiors that this proposal has three overwhelming characteristics.  It’s 

only three.   

 One is that its fundamentally flawed from every conceivable perspective.  5 

The second is that its misleading in its language and I pay attention to 

which words go where in the document and where a ‘will’ becomes a 

‘could’ or a ‘might’ and its linked to some glorious thing in the future, your 

suspicions are automatically raised.  When also a document purports to be 

consistent with existing policy, when it actually flaunts it, is just astounding 10 
in today’s Government.  To say that it’s all about savings and then not 

actually produce any set of figures that anyone would base their household 

income projections on, is just astounding.  To say that these Councils – 

that this proposal would be Fit for the Future, not because of serious 

savings, but because of a revenue stream that implies a 30 percent 15 

increase in four years and then a 10-15 percent increase in the year after 

with absolutely no substance is just staggering.  So it’s no – it’s perfectly 

understandable why people reading this cannot come to a clear view 

because the information is simply being withheld and it’s not just the detail 

of the consultant’s report, its what's actually in this document. 20 

 So it then leads you to conclude, and again, it’s an unavoidable conclusion 

for you, is that whatever is said in here is comprehensively unquantifiable 

because it’s either an assertion with no facts or its facts which have got 

nothing to assess whether they’re accurate or not or where they’re coming 

form or not.  The population increase figures for the region are ridiculous.  25 

The planning document for the South East Region according to the New 

South Wales Government is that this area is going to be one of the largest 

growth areas for population in the next 20-40 years.  Well that’s not in here 

and yet that would dramatically drive the whole debate. 

 But the thing that really strikes me in all of this, and the main reason that I 30 

wanted to talk today was to say to you as the Delegate, that you are 

honour bound in all of this to go back and say [indecipherable].  All of the 

Local Government Areas in this region were advised in words of one 

syllable that merger was on the radar and it was unavoidable.  Now two 

things have happened.  The five Local Governments said, oh and then 35 

said, oh no they don’t really mean that, so they’ve gone back and said we’ll 

standalone.  But the much more important thing in this context is that this 

document is totally, totally unquantifiable because the existing document 

that should be in your hands as the Delegate is one that balances this not 

only against the no change option, but balances it against the five Council 40 

merger which has never been subjected by the New South Wales 

Government to a study of even of this order and it makes a complete 

nonsense of the policy positions of the New South Wales Government. 

 So my two observations that I will pass to you Mr Rayner is you have a 

responsibility to reflect those sorts of view.  You’re being asked to in a total 45 

sense, to make an assessment as to whether the case for this proposal 
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has or has not been made and I don’t think you’ve got a leg to stand on 

other than to say no, the case has not been made because if this is the 

standard of which future proposals are going to be made and judged, I 

agree with others that we’re heading in one direction in terms of how Local 

Government is going to work.   5 

 The other thing is that in this context of has the case been made for the 

change, there’s another overlaying factor which again you’re obliged to 

reflect on the report upwards, and that is – can you – are you certain on 

the basis of this document that the result will be fitter for the future and the 

best option that can be considered at the time to produce that and I don’t 10 
think you can answer that positively either.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Is there anybody else that would like to present this afternoon? 

Speaker 16: I might. 

Facilitator: If you could just give us your name and the Council area in which you 

reside. 15 

Speaker 16: I’m ****.  At present I’m in Palerang Council area.  Previously in Mulwaree.  

Changed in 2004 without our say so, without asking us.  We were changed 

to Palerang.  We have historical links with Goulburn.  Goulburn is our area 

for shopping, for business.  We are on a farm and the road we’re on is 

Taylors Creek Road.  In 2004 that road was cut in two by the Local 20 

Government boundaries.  We are one area, Taylors Creek area.  Our 

brigade is Goulburn Mulwaree.  Our fire brigade.  My husband is the 

Deputy Captain in that.  It is part of Goulburn Mulwaree.  Part of South 

Group.  Our area was cut off from its own community of interest which was 

Tarago and Goulburn by that decision and nothing that’s happened since 25 

has changed that.  We have been cut off from our local area, our local 

community of interest and this proposal does not help at all.  This is just 

carrying on from what was done in 2004 and Local Government – local 

people have not been taken into account. 

 My husband went to school in Tarago and came into Goulburn area for 30 

secondary schooling.  Our son went to school in Tarago, to a preschool 

and primary school and then to Goulburn for high school.  This proposal is 

removing us from what we would want to be.  The proposal means that we 

would be put into Queanbeyan.  Queanbeyan, I’ve got nothing against 

Queanbeyan.  I grew up there.  But it is not a community of interest and I 35 

object to that.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Any other speakers this afternoon? Okay, well I will hand you over to John 

to close this session and adjourn the meeting. 

John: Well thank you very much.  Thank you for the presentations.  I will be here 

until 6 pm so I will shortly adjourn this session.  You don’t have to wait until 40 

6 pm, I’m sure you have other things to do but can I thank you all for the 

quality of the presentations this afternoon.  They were excellent.  They 
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were sensible and they will certainly help me in putting my thoughts 

together in my report. 

 Can I also thank you for the courtesies that you’ve extended to each of the 

speakers and also to me.  It’s been quite a courteous and civilised session 

this afternoon but at the same time everyone was able to put forward 5 

strongly, their points of view on the proposal.  So I do appreciate that and 

thank you very, very much. 

 Written submissions, just a reminder, written submissions are due by 5 pm 

on the 28th of February and I will certainly take those into account along 

with what I’ve heard today at this session and the morning session.  I thank 10 
you very much for being here this afternoon and I thank you very much for 

your input.   

 So we will now stand adjourned until a few minutes until 6 pm when I will 

close the session.  Thank you very much. 

[BREAK] 15 

John: It is now 6 pm and I will resume the hearing.  Thank you very much for your 

attendance and I will now officially close the Goulburn Mulwaree Palerang 

merger proposal hearing.  Thank you for your attendance. 


